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Part 1: Overview of the research

The research project began with the question: 

Can global learning raise standards within 

pupils’ writing in the primary phase?  

Funded by the UCL Institute of Education Development 

Education Research Centre through the Global Learning 

Programme – England.  

Published: Alcock and Ramirez Barker (2016) 
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Rationale and approach

• A study by teachers, for teachers, with an outside ‘critical friend’ facilitator. 

• Very little research has been conducted to date on global learning and the impact 
it can have on core subjects of the curriculum with regard to raising standards.  
Indeed, it is this lack of research evidence that led to the desire to conduct this 
study.

• The broad approach of this study is that of qualitative, action research, presented 
in the form of a case study.  We used outside facilitation based on Action Learning 
(Aubusson, P., Ewing, R. and Hoban, G. (2009) Action Learning in Schools: Reframing teachers’ professional learning and 
development. London: Routledge.) 

• Acknowledge Global Learning part of the picture – other things will have played 

a part too.  

• Action research model.  
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School Context: ‘A Shropshire Primary’

• Ofsted Requires Improvement for writing (2013).

• A small school with an established commitment to global learning, situated on a 
housing estate serving an army base in a rural setting.  High pupil movement and 
isolated context.  

• Head, SLT and Governors decide to utilize the existing enthusiasm and motivation 
pupils show for global learning to enthuse and enliven teaching of writing, thereby 
aiming to raise standards.  ‘If you want a different outcome, you have to do 
something different’.  

• School was transitioning from Infant School to Primary therefore last year (2016) 

was the first with a Year 6.  School grew with the children.

• Therefore KS2 data is triangulated between school, LA SIP and Ofsted.  This is 
considered ‘externally verified’ data by Ofsted et al.  
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School improvement priorities

The school’s data leading up to 2013 revealed that it was not consistent 

in maintaining standards that are judged to be good or better within core

subject areas. 

The school identified that it wanted to find ways to build on pupils’

motivation for global learning activities, in order to raise achievement in

writing. 

Developing this focus was intended to address issues raised within the

school’s Ofsted  (2013) inspection. 
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Inspection report suggestions

Comments within Ofsted’s report suggesting ways to improve pupils’ progress 

in English:

• ‘Giving them regular opportunities to apply their reading and writing skills, develop their 
understanding and practise their grammar, punctuation and spelling in subjects such as history, 
geography and science’

• ‘Displaying key words… and examples of good writing in the classroom to support pupils’ 
learning’

• ‘Identifying clearly what pupils are to learn by the end of the lesson including what activities or 
steps they need to take to achieve this so that they are able to assess their own progress’

• ‘Asking pupils well-chosen questions to check their understanding of what they are learning, 
make them think hard, and express their ideas regularly with each other and to the class.’
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Research aims

During a consultation process the teachers identified the main areas of 

enquiry: 

How can we use global learning methodologies 

to impact on pupils’ 

achievement in writing? 

What impacts are there when we use 

global learning methodologies to 

support writing achievement within 

the school?  
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Action research

The ‘design frame’ used for this study is action research, where the focus is on 

understanding and improving the school’s own practice, through a process

of reflection on action and monitoring outcomes by the staff themselves.  

This study has been practitioner-led and small scale within one primary school. 

Action research is cyclical, 

a spiral of continuous reflection, planning, 

action, observation and further reflection.  
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Part 2: Examples of  interventions
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Staff development
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Learning needs analysis

The LNA identified the following information, summarised as follows:

• A good level of understanding of global learning existed throughout the staff, including 
support staff.  

• The teachers were currently using, generally speaking, cross-curricula approaches to global 
learning and it was not perceived as too difficult for younger children. 

• There existed among the staff a wide level of support for a social justice mindset, as an 
extension to charity mind-set. 

• The teachers voiced the need to spend more time exploring and understanding global 
learning and DE methodologies so that they could meet the challenges of this study, 

i.e. to improve writing.

• Across the whole range there were requests for age-specific resources and lesson ideas. 
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Timetable of interventions

This study spanned four terms of staff development and classroom activity: 

Intervention / Action                                       Date

Learning Needs Analysis (LNA)                       April 2013

Staff meeting                                                     May 2013

Professional development day                       September 2013

Lead staff feedback                                          November 2013

Reflection session (mind maps)                     December 2013

Action planning                                                 December 2013

Professional development day                       January 2014

Interim evaluation (all staff)                           March 2014 

Final evaluation (lead staff)                            July 2014 
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Terminology

Global Learning methodologies / Development Education (DE) methodologies

(somewhat interchangeable terms) are understood as:  

Participatory Active 

Dialogue-based Facilitating awareness and understanding 

Exploratory Interaction with multiple perspectives 

Open-ended Values and attitudes 
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One Right 
Answer

Multiple

Possibilities

Education 1

Think as I do 
and do as I say

Education 2

Think for yourself & 
choose responsibly 
what 
to do

A B

C D

Educational Approaches

(From Learning to read the world Through Other Eyes, Andreotti and de Souza 2008)  
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D-style teaching approaches
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Adapted from 

Global Learning in Primary Schools, 

TIDE

Government Teachers Learners 

Authoritarian 

‘top-down’

‘A’

Determines 
curriculum and 
inspects teaching 

Deliver the 
curriculum 

Receive the 
curriculum 

Enabling 

‘bottom-up’  

‘D’

Offers a 
framework which 
supports, enables 
and helps 
resource schools 

Enable, support 
and facilitate 
learning

Learn and 
significantly 
determine their 
own learning 



Classroom interventions

EYFS
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KS1

Issues Tree
17Writing the World  
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KS2 Rainforest topic
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KS2 

World Cup Café and 

Pupil Reflections 
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Pupil reflections 
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Research findings

EYFS – Summer 2014               Good level of development raised from 39% to 67%

Development In September 2013
achieving and exceeding expectations 

By July 2014
achieving and exceeding expectations

Reading: 12% 77% 

Writing:                  24% 84.7% 

Listening and Attention:           47% 93% 

Understanding 29% 93%

Moving and Handling     

(including mark-making)

47% 100%
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Research findings

KS1 – summer 2015

By 2015 the school’s average point score (APS) for writing at KS1 was above

the national average  and 65% of the cohort achieved above age-related

expectation (ARE).

Between 2012 and 2015, Key Stage 1 results for pupils achieving Level 2b or

above in writing increased from 66% to 90%.

Pupils achieving above ARE also increased from 33% to 65% at KS1. The APS

has also seen year-on-year improvement – from 13.9 (0.6 below the national

average) in 2012 to 17.0 (1.7 above  the national average) in 2015. 

(Data based on RAISEonline)
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Research findings

KS2 – summer 2015

As the school only changed to primary status in September 2012, there were

only pupils up to Year 4 in the school while the project was running. This

means that, at the time of the study, the school did not have an end of Key

Stage 2 cohort. 

However, predictions (using RAISEonline) based on actual data for Years 3 

and 4 show that, based on current performance, over 80% of pupils will  

achieve ARE at the end of KS2 in writing – with results gradually increasing 

year on year.

Predictions for the numbers of pupils achieving above ARE at KS2 are

particularly strong.
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External feedback
External comments have helped to verify whether or how much the project has been

a contributory factor to the improved progress with pupils’ writing:

The work in pupils’ books shows that they have lots of opportunities to practise their

writing in a range of subjects… The school uses global education themes very

effectively… This makes the learning more relevant and interesting for pupils, and so it

contributes to their enthusiasm for Learning.   (Ofsted, Feb 2015.  Rating Good) 

The Global Learning (Writing) Project training sessions have identified some strong

contexts for writing as hoped. Pupils are being given plenty of opportunities to write in

response to a range of contexts… within KS2 there is evidence of good cross-curricular

links and high expectations... clear evidence of a cohesive unit of work being built up

over time, e.g. rainforest work – this culminates in an independent, extended piece of

writing. Pupils present as more confident writers who are being taught how to write

effectively. 

(Local Authority School Improvement Advisor Report, May 2014)
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Overall conclusions of this study

Can global learning raise standards within pupils’ writing in the
primary phase?

• Increased opportunities for talking, discussion, debating and exploratory talk 
has led to pupil progress within writing, for example adding detail and 
description and through well documented pupil progress data

• The enthusiasm pupils’ show for global learning and DE methodologies has 
been harnessed to bring refreshed motivation for writing, as recorded in 
pupil feedback and teacher observations of pupils’ progress. 

• Global learning and DE methodologies provide a wealth of opportunities to 
develop meta-cognition skills.
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Overall conclusions of this study

Can global learning raise standards within pupils’ 
writing in the primary phase?

• Teacher learning is inextricably linked to pupil learning. The collaborative 
professional development community, enhanced in the school by this study and 
by being part of the wider Global Learning Programme England, has meant the 
teachers and wider staff are working as part of the research community.  

• Senior leadership and vision are essential to ensure progress with this type of 
intervention, where global learning falls outside of the current conceived 
agenda for raising standards. 

• English provides an ideal vehicle for global learning interventions, as a core 
curriculum area and because of its use across the curriculum.  This affords a 
multitude of opportunities for global learning to impact on the raising of 
standards. 
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Stepping stones to success – course for schools 
• Stepping Stone 1 
Increased opportunities for talking, discussion, debating and exploratory talk
through the use of global learning methodologies.  

• Stepping Stone 2 
Teacher learning is inextricably linked to pupil learning. The collaborative
professional development community, has meant the teachers and wider staff
are working as part of the research community.  

• Stepping Stone 3 
Senior leadership and vision are essential to ensure progress with this type of 
intervention, where global learning falls outside of the current conceived
agenda for raising standards. 

• Stepping Stone 4  
English provides an ideal vehicle for global learning interventions, as a core
curriculum area and because of its use across the curriculum.  This affords a
multitude of opportunities for global learning to impact on the raising of standards
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NATE Journal article and contact details

Please take a copy of the article from the National Association of 

Teachers of English Journal.  

Any questions?

Linda Barker lindabarker2010@live.co.uk

07805 449059
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